
 

Portable Nuance PaperPort 14 PRO

Nuance made some updates to PaperPort's interface, including the introduction of a full-screen mode for
editing PDF documents, and a navigation bar at the bottom of the document. The new toolbar includes the

buttons needed to navigate the document and search in it, plus the tools necessary to create a new document
from a scan, search, or clipboard. The same navigation bar is present on the document's page. If you're

familiar with other OCR programs, PaperPort works pretty much the same way. The program's four main areas
are Scan, OCR, Document, and Edit. A top-level menu allows you to scan a document, import it, create a new
document from it, or copy or search it. You'll also be able to review and mark up scanned documents. If you

don't have a scanner, you'll be able to use your computer's web camera or USB-connected camera. Opening an
image lets you select it from the images folder that PaperPort uses for scans, or from any folder you've

selected from your computer's hard drive, digital camera, or network share. You can also select any open
folder and scan its contents automatically. Once you've placed the scan in the appropriate folder, you can

select a template to create a new document using the scan, or one of the built-in templates. While there are
some templates I didn't even realize were available, they are added by the PaperPort team. It's a bit

disconcerting that one needs to go into the program's preferences to change the default template, as the
program's interface is designed for use without needing to go to the preferences.
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Portable Nuance PaperPort 14 PRO

Better view and edit options: Weve improved PaperPort 14s document previewer to show you more information
about your documents, such as their pages, columns, margins, and other settings. More information appears
on the right side of the window, for easy access. The absence of a built-in battery isn t a dealbreaker because

the scanner can be powered by a USB cable, but we think itd be more versatile if it could use a USB power
supply, like some of the other models we tried. The FastFoto is less portable and pricier than our top pick, but

many of its competitors are pricier and smaller. If youre the kind of person who wants a scanner on every desk,
the brother scanner is much more portable. Plus it has a dedicated app that has more options, but we felt most

people would prefer a scanner with higher resolution. The FastFoto is a great choice for people who have a
large collection of photos, but fewer documents. The ScanPaperPort Pro is our best pick for people who want a
more portable document scanner, but the Fujitsu is slightly better in our tests. Its text recognition is great, the

scanning area is bigger, and it has a bigger touchscreen. If you want an affordable model with an optical
scanning area that is larger than the other models we tested, you may want to consider the Optica Express Pro
model. We don't think it offers particularly high-quality scans, but its overall speed and reliability are good. The

Epson FF-680Ws optical resolution is just barely ahead of the Fujitsu ES-451s. We found that the images had
the least amount of glare, and they had richer colors in some areas, although not always. The ScanPaperPort

Pro offers the best text recognition of the scanners we reviewed, though. It also scans up to a larger size.
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